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ABSTRACT
Deep Neural Networks have the tendency to be easily fooled and research has shown that
these neural networks consider unrecognizable images as recognizable. And, essentially this
could lead to a lot of problems in secure systems based on image recognition. As, a solution to
this problem, this paper a denoising architecture that extracts the noise from an image thus
enabling the neural network to accurately label an image.
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1
1.1

INTRODUCTION

Deep Convolutional Neural Networks
Deep convolutional neural networks are essentially artificial neural networks where its

primary use is to classify images. Deep convolutional neural networks (ConvNets) are
currently in charge of the state-of-the-art inverse image reconstruction issues i.e. denoising. It
can be defined that the performance of these ConvNets is based on the fact that they can learn
realistic image priors from data. Image priors are technically preliminary information that is
associated with an image which can later help in filtering, processing, etc. But, the capacity of
the ConvNets go beyond the general classification of images based on data. In other words,
ConvNets have the ability to resonate with the structure of the data and exhibit powerful
capabilities in modeling data. In addition, deep neural networks can be trained without having
the explicit degradation(the process of additive noise that alters an image in a unique fashion)
model as long as the noisy vs. clean image pairs are introduced to the network.

1.2

Deep Learning
Deep learning is a branch of machine learning and it attempts to make high-level

removals in data by deploying multiple neural layers. In deep learning, unlike machine learning,
the primary focus is based on data abstraction. Deep learning, therefore, makes the use of large
neural networks trained with large data sets and therefore continues to increase its performance.
As such, deep learning allows neural networks to learn representations of data with multiple
levels of abstraction. A pivotal algorithm that serves as the basis of many deep learning
applications on neural networks is the back propagation algorithm. It allows for the detection of
complex patterns and structures in large data sets. The back propagation algorithm also defines
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how a machine should change its internal parameters which is used to compute the representation
in each layer. And this computation is contrasted with the representation of previous layers. The
back propagation algorithm serves as core the of deep learning. It refers to the backward
propagation of errors and it is generally used in the supervised learning of artificial neural
networks. The algorithm takes input from the artificial neural network and its error function to
calculate the range of the error function in retrospect to the average weights computed by the
network.
One of the primary advantages of deep learning is that it is highly accurate compared to
ordinary neural networks. In addition, it is highly resourceful compared to the traditional
implementation of artificial neural networks. However, deep learning requires a considerable
amount of computing power and it can be quite time-consuming during the network training
stage.

1.3

The Connection Between Deep Learning and Image Processing
Convolutional networks distinguish images as volumes such as three-dimensional

objects, rather than two-dimensional flat canvases that is only measured based on height and
width. The additive value that makes images a three-dimensional entity is the fact that digital
color images have a red-blue-green(RGB) encoding. And once these three colors are mixed, it
produces a human-perceivable color spectrum. A deep convolutional neural network intakes
colors images as having three separate layers of color stacked one on top of the other. So in other
words, a convolutional network essentially reads a color image as a rectangular box with a width
and height defined by the number of pixels along said dimensions. The depth would be three
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layers deep, where each layer is associated with a color in RGB. These particular depth layers are
denoted as channels.

Figure 1: Depth Layers of a ConvNet

1.4

Noisy Images
DNNs are now able to classify objects in images with almost human-level precision and

accuracy. So it is natural to question the calculative variance between a computer’s and a
human’s vision. But, research has revealed that by altering an image, for example, a cat, in such
a way that human eye is not able to comprehend or perceive, then that can cause a DNN to label
the image as something else. And these neural networks are labeling these unrecognizable
images as a particular recognizable image with over 99 percent of confidence.
Noise reduces image quality and can lead to a flawed interpretation of useful information.
Noisy images are difficult to analyze both programmatically and through the human eye. Hence
in order to eradicate the problem of where neural networks are incorrectly labeling images due to
noise, it is essential to extract the noise from the image. Image filtering algorithms are most often
used to reduce the effect of noise on images transmitted. DnCNN(Denoising Convolutional
Neural Network) is designed to predict the difference between a noisy image and a clean image.
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DnCNN removes the latent clean image with operations in the hidden layers. A DnCNN just not
only outputs the filtered image, but also provided the prediction of the filtered image. And for
testing accuracy, the denoised image prediction should essentially be the same as the original
untouched image.

2
2.1

LITERATURE REVIEW

Easily Fooled Deep Neural Networks
Deep neural networks are able to classify images with almost perfect precision, but there

is a significant problem in the sense that neural networks are classifying unrecognizable images
as recognizable images. And, they are doing so with almost 100 percent confidence. In order to
test this phenomena, Nguyen et. al used various methods to produce high confidence, yet mostly
unrecognizable images. And it resulted in an implication that DNNs are easily fooled and that
certain false positives could be exploited wherever DNNs are deployed for recognizing images.
A particular experiment that is conducted in this paper is training ImageNet DNNs with
fooling images. ImageNet is an open source image dataset that consists over a myriad of images
available for research and educational purposes. And the results proved to show that by evolving
or optimizing images, it is possible to generate unrecognizable images that are given high
confidence scored. But, to determine whether these high scores for fooling images were similar
to that of the confidence scores provided by DNNs, the researchers evaluated the entire
ImageNet validation set with the ImageNet DNN. Across 50,000 validation images, the median
confidence score is 60.3%. This means that the median confidence score of about 80 percent of
the synthetic images that match with ImageNet is considered as real images.
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The overall result was that the evolution of images produced high confidence, yet
unrecognizable images. In addition, indirectly encoded evolutionary algorithms can find highconfidence, regular images that have distinctive features for a certain class of images, but are still
far from the training set. This raises the doubt that there might be other possible differences
between the way DNNs and humans perceive objects and images, and the extent to which DNNs
generalizes and classifies a particular dataset.

2.2

CNN for Image Restoration
The paper, Multi-level Wavelet-CNN for Image Restoration, defines a novel approach in

which a multi-level wavelet CNN(MWCNN) is created in order for a better tradeoff between
receptive field size and computational efficiency. In this modified architecture, the size of the
feature maps is reduced in the contracting subnetwork. The main building block of CNN is the
convolutional layer where convolution is a mathematical operation to merge two different sets of
information. The convolution is applied on the data that is inputted in order to generate a feature
map. This paper shows that by reducing the size of the feature maps, the computational
efficiency goes up, and allows for the construction of higher resolution feature maps. The
network architecture for the MWCNN is as follows.

Figure 2: MWCNN Architecture
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There are two parts to the architecture—the contracting and expanding subnetworks. The
elementwise summation is used to combine the feature maps from the contracting and expanding
subnetworks. The contracting subnetwork consists of multiple levels of DWT(Discrete Wavelet
Transform) and CNN blocks. The expanding subnetwork consists of multiple levels of IWT and
CNN blocks. This allows for the MWCNN to enlarge the receptive field with a better tradeoff
between efficiency and performance. The architecture allowed for the generalization of dilated
filtering and subsampling.
The experimental results of this system have been proven to show that it is capable for
the image denoising, single image super-resolution, and JPEG image artifacts removal. In
particular, the MWCNN architecture was trained using gray images and was then compared to
six other pre-existing denoising methods. The results were promising in the sense the MWCNN
was able to recover image details and structures and the actual resulting image was more visually
pleasant.

2.3

Image Denoising with Deep CNN
Zhao formulates an innovative approach to image denoising by extending deep CNNs

with symmetric gated connections. These symmetric gated connections are included to help with
a faster convergence transfer of high level information that is generally lost through down
sampling. The symmetric gated connections serve as an additional marginal feature learning
effects that aid with pre-training and image processing. The symmetric gated connections also
known as Direct Symmetric Connections(DSC)—in order to reduce the number of weights
needed in a 10-layer model, each convolutional layer is connection to its own deconvolutional
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layer. This kind of a connections results in four direct connections and also helps speed up
learning. The formula below defines a degrading function in correspondence with additive noise.

𝐼′ = 𝐷(𝐼) + ℎ
D(I) serves as the degrading function where I is the original image itself, and h is defined as the
additive noise. With the rise of deep learning, the extraction of noise from the image has proven
to be more successful. Zhao takes the process of denoising a step further and trained over
100,000 unlabeled images. These said images were also applied to learned weights to training a
classification task with over 13,00 labelled images. Results showed that by including the
symmetric gated connection, better performance was achieved rather than of the traditional
downsampling-upsample structures.

2.4

Image Denoising in Infocommunication Systems
The traditional, statistical image filtering algorithms that are used are not always the most

sound course of action due to that fact the noise spectrum can be quite random. Sheremet et. al.
propose a system to denoise an image by utilizing a denoising convolutional neural network to
produce a correction signal in the infocommunication system—which transmits a noisy image.
By enabling these pre-trained correction elements on the basic of a large and diverse image data
set, the extraction of the noise from the image can be quite successful. The infocommunication
system of the paper contains the following elements: the source of information that generates the
general image, the transmitter that converts the incoming image to a transmittable single, the
communication channel that helps transmit the signal, the receiver with a DnCNN-denoiser
which receives the images via the communication channel and ultimately filters the image with
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DnCNN, the result of the cleaned image. In order for the DnCNN denoiser to be able to do all of
these operations, there must a dataset of clean and noisy images that have been trained.

Figure 3: DnCNN Denoiser
The DnCNN-denoiser is quite versatile and the system can be expanded beyond denoising,
allowing for uses in SISR, JPEG deblocking, etc. An additive plus for using a DnCNN-denoiser
is the fact that images can be filtered or denoised in real time, and the actual nature of the noise
does not need to be known.

3
3.1

PROBLEM DEFINITION

DNN’s are Easily Fooled
DNNs are now being increasingly used in a variety of settings and industries including

safety-critical ones such as self-driving cars, security systems with facial and image recognition,
etc. So the problem arises when research has shown that DNNs are easily fooled. For example,
for a set of images with no additive noise, the neural network accurately labels these images, but
in the case of images with additive noise, DNNs also label these images with high confidence,
but with a different name. So in the case of a facial recognition system, an image with noise can
be allowed to access the system in question because the DNN has coined that image as safe or
viable for access.
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Figure 4: DNNs are Easily Fooled
Neural networks have an uncanny ability to be able to recognize natural images, but once the
images are evolved, or noise is added, the images fool the neural networks. And these neural
networks predict the images as a natural object.

3.2

Why Added Noise is a Problem
Image noise is a random variation of luminance or color disparity that is formed in images. It

is essentially an unwanted signal. Image noise is a natural phenomenon and can be caused by
multiple reasons such as: images that are taken in dark or low-light settings, slow shutter speed
which causes for more light to be allocated for each pixel, light sensitive camera settings, and
etc. A very big example of noise in images are the images that are taken in space by satellites.
The dark lighting, atmospheric pressure, and the slower shutter speeds make it difficult to take a
picture of the elements in space with perfect clarity—often leaving the images distorted and
noisy.
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Figure 5: A Naturally Noisy Example Image of Saturn’s Sixth Largest Moon
The reason why this is a problem is because in order for accurate research to be done, an image
without noise needs to be evaluated thus leading to the notion of denoising. By denoising an
image, the true nature of an image and what it entails can be discovered.
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PROPOSED SOLUTION

The problem at hand is the fact that neural networks are easily fooled, which in realworld circumstances—can lead to a lot of security breaches and protection failures for a
particular system. And, in order for neural networks to be able to recognize images even when
noise is added to an image, a possible solution is to extract the noise from the image. In other
words, by denoising an image, the neural network will be able to read almost perfect replica of
the original image, thus being able to label the image accurately.
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The plan of action for testing and implementing a denoising system with deep neural
networks will be as follows: training a neural network that has the ability to detect a larger range
of Gaussian noise. The particular amount of Gaussian noise that will be applied to an image will
be random. So the trained neural network should be able to detect any kind of noise within the
set range and be able to denoise the images.

4.1

Overview of Steps to Take

1) Create a dataset that contains a collection of pristine images

2) Create noisy training based on the pristine images. The range of Gaussian noise
standard deviations will be set

3) Set the predefined denoising layers. This means the denoising convolutional neural
network layers.

4) Set the training options which includes properties such as Initial Learn Rate, Gradient
Threshold, Mini Batch Size, etc.

5) The network is trained according to the specified denoising image dataset. Through
each iteration of training, the denoising image dataset creates a batch of training data.
This is doing by randomly cutting off pristine images from the original image data set.
Then randomly generated Gaussian noise is added to each path of images. The standard
deviation of added noise will be unique for each image patch and will have a value within
the range specified.
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4.2

Training Workflow

4.3

Denoising Workflow
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5
5.1

ALGORITHMS

Training the Neural Network

Algorithm 1 Steps for training the neural network. A is a set of clean images in the dataset
1: procedure ADVERSARIAL TRAINING(A)
2: while t < T do
3: x = minibatch(A)
4: xˆ = addnoise(x)
5: Train discriminator so that all of x is classified as true samples and all of y is classified
as false samples.
6: Train generator/denoiser
7: Update loss function according
5.2 Guassian Filtering
Gaussian Filtering has proven to be effective at smoothing images and removing noise and
detail. The image filtering is done by the convolution of the image by a linear symmetric kernel.
The crux of such kernels is the gaussian kernel
𝑥 → 𝐺ℎ (𝑥) =

|𝑥|2
1
− 2
4ℎ
𝑒
(4𝜋ℎ2 )

Where 𝐺ℎ has standard deviation of h. The gaussian method noise is zero in harmonic parts of
the image.

6
6.1

IMPLEMENTATION

Configuration Information
1) Coding Language/Environment: MATLAB
2) Computer Type: 64-bit macOS Platform
3) System Architecture: 64-bit macOS
4) Maximum Allowed Array Elements: 2.8147e+14
5) Endian Byte Order Format: Little-endian Byte Ordering
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6.2

Code Snippets
a) Training the Network

b) Adding Noise to the Images and Denoising Images
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16

17

7

Denoising Images Datastore

IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS

18

Network Layers

Network Layers Cont.

19

Training Options Set for Network

20

Training Batch Results

Example Original Image

21

Example Noisy Image

22

Example Denoised Image

7.1

How Does the Amount of Noise Added Affect the Denoised Image

There are two directs results that are shown when more noise is added to an image:
1) The similarity index between the denoised image and the original image decreases as the
amount of noise added increases. In order to test this phenomena, the structural similarity
(SSIM) index is calculated. An SSIM index close to 1 indicates good agreement with the
reference image, and higher image quality
a) Similarity Index for an Image With 0.1 Gaussian Noise Variance: 0.6598
b) Similarity Index for an Image With 0.2 Gaussian Noise Variance: 0.4813

2) The execution time of the program is longer when more noise is added
a) Execution Time for an Image With 0.1 Gaussian Noise Variance: 37.048753
seconds
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b) Execution Time for an Image With 0.2 Gaussian Noise Variance: 39.975832
seconds
8
8.1

TESTING

Checking Whether the Denoised Images are Being Accurately Labeled
In order to truly determine whether or not the process of denoising serves as a solution to

easily fooled Deep Neural Networks, it is important to input the denoised images in a machine
learning based image-recognition software. In order to test this, a pretrained network called
GoogLeNet was used. The image input was an image of a pepper.

Noise

DENOISED IMAGES
Classified(Y/N) Confidence

.01

Y

95.6%

.05

Y

77.1%

.09

Y

25.2%

.1

Y

21.9%

.15

N

Coral Reef,
17.3%

.2

N

Teddy,
16.2%

.5

N

Coral Reef,
31.8%

Figure 6 Denoised Images with DNN
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Figure 7 Denoised Images Graph DNN
Based on the data displayed, it can be determined that the more noise added, the less
clarity of the overall image hence the image recognition software labels the image with
decreasing confidence. Since the overall quality of the denoised object reduces when there is
more noise added, it supports the phenomena of the fact that DNNs are easily fooled. When an
image is being distorted beyond measure, the DNN will not be able to accurately label the image.
But, does denoising work? To an extent, yes. Because the image recognition software is indeed
able to recognize an image after it has been denoised. For example, if we input noisy images(the
levels of noise tested will be the levels of noise in which the denoised images were accurately
recognized) to the image recognition software then it should not be recognized.
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Noise

NOISY IMAGES
Classified(Y/N)

Confidence

.01

N

Strawberry,
15.1%

.05

N

Teddy,
24.7%

.09

N

Coral Reef,
27%

.1

N

Coral Reef,
27.7%

Figure 8 Noisy Images

Figure 9 Noisy Images Graph
As it is shown in the data, the noisy images are not being able to recognized and the
labels that are associated with the image is done so with low confidence. This means that
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denoising the images is an acceptable solution to an extent, but in future aspects, it might be
beneficial to find a way to preserve the quality whilst denoising the image.
8.2

Source Code Behind the Image Classification Software

Loading the Pretrained Network for Image Classification

Reading and Resizing the Input Image
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Classifying the Image
8.3

Compare DNN Denoising to Traditional Denoising Method
DNN Denoising Method
Noise

SSIM(Similarity

Run Time(seconds)

Between Denoised
Image and Original
Image)
.01

.9711

57.568712

.05

.9073

61.295121

.09

.8394

53.824440

.1

.8214

63.981128
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Traditional Denoising Method
Noise

SSIM(Similarity

Run Time

Between Denoised
Image and Original
Image)
.01

.6483

1.130558

.05

.6378

1.060417

.09

.6216

.914687

.1

.6179

.88065

SSIM Index DNN vs. Traditional

Run Time DNN vs. Traditional
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As shown in the data, the overall quality and similarity between the original image and denoised
image is better when DNN approach is used. When the SSIM number is closer to one, the higher
the similarity between the original and denoised image. But, the tradeoff is the higher run time.
When compared to the traditional denoising approach, the overall quality is lower but the run
time is significantly lower.

8.4

Source Code Behind Traditional Denoising Method

In the traditional denoising method, a neural network that was trained on a set of images
is not required. Instead, all that is done is that the image is inputted, the noise is added, the
individual color channels(red, blue, green) are extracted, and then median filtering is applied to
each color channel. 2-D Median filtering performs median filtering of the image in question in
two dimensions. Each output pixel contains the median value in a 3-by-3 neighborhood around
the corresponding pixel in the input image.

30

Inputting the Image

Extracting Individual Color Channels

Applying Median Filtering to Each Color Channel
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Reconstructing the Denoised RGB Image

Output

9

CONCLUSION

Convolutional deep neural networks are easily fooled i.e. they are labelling images not
decipherable by humans as recognizable images. And these neural networks are doing so with
very high confidence. Such a phenomena can lead to extensive problems in terms of systems that
are dependent on neural networks for facial recognition or other security systems based on
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images. So, as a solution to this problem—image denoising is introduced—where the noise of an
image, or the element that distorts images—is extracted from the image itself. Image denoising
allows for the best portrayal of the original image itself so in the case of image recognition, the
image can be denoised and the image can be labeled accurately. In this paper, a deep neural
network was trained on a set of images and a denoised image datastore. Later, this neural
network was taken in as an input along with a noisy image(of random noise) in order to be able
to produce a denoised image. In this paper, there were also tests that were run to merge this
network with an image recognition network to be able to truly see whether an image is accurately
labeled after it has been denoised. And results have shown that indeed denoising is an acceptable
solution to a certain extent. And there was also a comparison that was done between DNN
denoising and traditional denoising and it was shown to be that DNN denoising has better quality
but higher run time, and vice versa for traditional denoising. Future work will be that
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